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This week’s star 
mathematical words.

Try to use them at other 
times in the day. 

Children need to understand and use these words at the bottom

Help children to have some understanding of the words in the middle.

Introduce children to the words at the top.
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longer
than



Week:9 Measurement 

Length, Height and Breadth

Encourage children to use more specific mathematical language to describe
length (longer, shorter), height (taller, shorter) and breadth (wider, narrower)
Compare things using identical objects such as blocks or cubes.

You can do the following activities in any order.



Measurement: Length
1. Draw around your foot, cut it out and then find out… 
How many things are longer than your foot?
How many things are shorter than your foot?

Support children to use mathematical language by encouraging them to explain
their findings using sentences. For example,

“the ruler is longer than my foot…”
“the car is shorter than my foot…”

2. Give children a length of ribbon (or a strip of paper) and tape it to the floor 
or table and then collect things from around your house. Compare and then 
sort your objects into groups.
Things that are longer than your ribbon.
Things that are shorter than your ribbon.
Things that are the same as your ribbon



Measurement: Breadth

Use construction materials (lego/duplo/plastic blocks) to make bridges for
different sized of toys to pass under. Ask the children these questions as
they build.

Is your bridge too narrow?

Is your bridge wide enough?

Is your bridge tall enough?

Can you make it wider?

Can you make it taller?



Measurement: Measuring

Use blocks or cubes to measure the length, height and breadth of your
favourite toys and say the sentences…

“My toy is  …  blocks tall.”
“My toy is  …  blocks long.”
“My toy is  …  blocks wide”.



Measurement: Height

1. Find someone taller than you and then find someone shorter than you

2. Use building bricks to build towers that are…

…taller than a chair and shorter than a chair
…taller than your teddy and shorter than your teddy.

3. Choose some small world toys- farm or zoo animals (make sure they can 
stand up) and order them from the shortest to the tallest.

Support children to use mathematical language by encouraging them to explain
their findings using sentences. For example,

“this tower is taller than my teddy…”
“this tower is shorter than my teddy…”


